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Abstract
This research presents a comprehensive survey of recent development in high-level
connotation-based image cataloging. It investigates low-level image feature extraction,
similarity measurement, and derives high-level connotation features for meaningful
categorization. Classifying image using low-level features is a daunting task. So far, several
methods have been used for automated machine learning in connotation image
classification. This paper proposes a new and efficient method for connotation image
classification using normalized vectors of feature support vector machine. For image
classification, the image data usually have large data sets on a number of features.
Traditional image classification algorithms based on the SVMs assign normalized
automated weights to these features. The relevant and non-relevant features of an image are
separated using normalized vectors. Using normalized vectors improves the efficiency and
training time of SVMs significantly. This paper proposes an approach that uses weighted,
normalized vectors in place of normalized vectors.
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Introduction
I have been an intense activity in today's scenario development of image retrieval methods based on
image content. Efficient image search, browsing, and retrieval equipment Remote users require
different domains, including, Sensing, fashion, crime prevention, publishing, medicine, Architecture,
etc. For this purpose, several general purposes an Image retrieval system has been developed to image
retrieval method. Currently, the image on the paper several Make reference to the problem of semantic
retrieval Interruption of the content-based image is the key Retrieval in reducing state-of-the-art
techniques Semantic differences can be categorized in various ways is View The state-of-the-art
techniques in reducing the different points of Semantic differences can be categorized in different ways
Different point of view. Supervised machine learning Techniques to reduce the semantic gap is the
effective way to [4, 5]. The goal of supervised learning to predict outcome measure (for example,
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means the value of Category) on the set of labels is based on the input measure to propose the database
of images to a successful group Into semantically meaningful classes will increase greatly Contentbased image retrieval system performance by During that match the filtering of the images is irrelevant
classes. Support vector machine is widely used for image retrieval is to bridge the gap Search. SVMs is
available only with strong theoretical foundations Object recognition, text classification, etc. have been
used for and image and is considered a good candidate for learning Retrieval system. [6] Normalized
Support Vector Machine margin applicable standards and the variance SVMs pair wise classification
and reduction techniques Results Integrates two sets of support vector machines namely the multiple
instance learning (MIL)-based and global-feature-based SVMs, for classification use SVMs to solve
the MIL problem. Their algorithm, which is called MI-SVMs, has an exterior loop and an inner loop.
The exterior loop sets the values of these chooser variables. The inner loop then trains a standard
SVMs in which the selected positive instances replace the positive bags. The exterior loop stops if
none of the chooser variables changes value in two consecutive iterations. However, all previous
SVMs algorithms for image classification Various features distinguished differences is not For the
classification of different object and assign the same weight To all low-level features. Indeed, for high
dimensional image Data, many dimensions to be less relevant or irrelevant for the task of
classification. [5]

Image Authentication and Recognition
The about of image authentication and recognition system is very useful to us when the human visual
system receives an input as a collection of spatially distributed light energy this form is called an
optical image, this types of image we deal with everyday cameras capture image, monitors display and
we see them. These optical images are represented as video information in the form of analog electrical
signals and have seen how these are sampled to generate the digital image and the digital image records
on behalf of a plane scene, it's composed of pixels (picture elements) arranged in a rectangular array
with a certain height and width. Every pixel may consist of one or more bits of evidence on behalf of
the brightness of image at that point and possibly including color information encoded as RGB triples
the pictures are typically taken from the real world via a digital camera, frame grabber or scanner and
may be generated by computer, e.g. by ray tracing software.

Machine Learning
Machine learning is the technology that allows system to learn from example and the dictionary
definition includes phrases such as “to gain knowledge, or understanding of, or skill in, by education,
command, or experience”, and “modification of a behavioral tendency by experience”. The data,
experience and Many people now interact with machine learning-driven systems on a daily basis, in
image recognition systems, such as those used to tag photos on social channels, in voice identification
systems, such as those used by virtual personal assistants, and in recommender systems, such as those
used by online retailers. In accumulation to these current solicitations, the field also holds significant
future potential; further applications of machine learning are already in development in a diverse range
of fields, including healthcare, education, transport, and more. Machine learning could deliver more
precise health diagnostics or personalized treatments, tailor classroom activities to enhance student
learning, and support intelligent transport systems. It could also support scientific advances, by
drawing insights from large datasets, and drive operational efficiencies across a range of industry
sectors. [17]
Machine Learning frequently refers to the changes in systems that perform tasks associated
with artificial intelligence (AI). Such responsibilities include recognition, diagnosis, planning, robot
control, prediction, etc. The “deviations” might be either improvement to already performance schemes
or synthesis of new structures [2]. So, Machine Learning is a subfield of artificial intelligence that is
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concerned with the design and development of algorithms and techniques that allow computers to
"learn". Learning can be classified broadly into Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learning, Semisupervised Learning, and Reinforcement Learning.

Basics of Support Vector Machine (SVMs)
A common problem that can be observed in many Artificial Intelligence engineering applications and
pattern recognition, The problem is as follows given a training set of vectors, each belonging to
some known category, the machine must learn, based on the information implicitly contained in
this site, how to classify vectors of unknown type into one of the specified categories, SVM’s provide
one means of tackling this problem, (M. Palaniswami, A. Shilton, 2015) Support Vector Machine is a
supervised Machine Learning technique, The existence of SVMs is shown in Fig. -1 Computer Vision
is the broad area, whereas Machine Learning is one of the application domains of Artificial Intelligence
along with pattern recognition, Robotics, Natural Language Processing (Ian H. Witten, Eibe Frank,
2015), supervised learning, unsupervised learning, Semi-supervised learning and reinforcement
learning are various examples of Machine Learning applications.
Figure 1: Hierarchy of Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are the latest supervised machine learning technique
(Vapnik, 1995). An outstanding survey of SVMs can be initiate in (Burges, 1998), and a more recent
book is by (Cristianini & Shawe Taylor, 2000). Thus, in this homework apart from a fleeting
description of SVMs we will refer to certain additional current works and the landmark that were
available before these works. SVMs spin around the notion of a “margin”—either side of a hyperplane
that separates two data classes. Maximizing the margin and thereby producing the largest possible
distance between the separating hyperplane and the cases on either side of it has been proven to reduce
an upper bound on the expected oversimplification fault.
If the training figures is linearly separable, then a pair (w,b) exists such that.
ܹ ் ܺ + ܾ ≥ 1 ݂ܺ ݈݈ܽ ݎ ∈ ܲ
ܹ ் ܺ + ܾ ≤ − 1 ݂ܺ ݈݈ܽ ݎ ∈ P
with the decision rule given by ݂௪, (x)= ܺ ் ܹ(݊݃ݏ + ܾ) where w is termed the weight vector and b
the bias (or − b is termed the threshold).
It is easygoing to show that, when it is possible to linearly separate two classes, an optimum
separating hyperplane can be discovered by minimizing the squared norm of the separating hyperplane.
The minimization can be set up as a convex quadratic programming (QP) problem:
ଵ
Minimize ϕ (w) = || W ||2
(1)
ଶ
subject to ܻ ( ܹ ் ܺ + ܾ ) ≥ 1, ݅ = 1, … ݈.
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In the circumstance of linearly separable data, once the optimum separating hyperplane is
found, records points that lie on its margin are known as support vector points and the result is
represented as a linear grouping of only these points (see Figure 2). Further data facts are snubbed.
Figure 2: Maximum Margin

The maximum margin allows the SVMs to select among multiple candidate hyperplanes, for
many datasets, the SVMs may not be able to find any separating hyperplane at all because the data
contains misclassified instances and if some of the training data points excepting the support vectors
are removed. Hence, for Support Vector Machine, the number of training data points can be reduced
without losing accuracy.
In instruction to get improved results the selection of an appropriate kernel function is
important, since the kernel function defines the transformed feature space in which the training set
instances will be classified. Some new kernels are being proposed by researchers but given bellow is
list of some popular kernels:
Linear Function:- K(Xi, Xj)= X ୧ X ୨
Polynomial Function:- K(Xi , X j )= (γ)= X ୧ X ୨ + r)d ,γ > 0
Radial Basis Function (RBF):- K(Xi, Xj) = exp ( −γ || Xi − X j ||, γ > 0
Sigmoid Function:- K(Xi, Xj) = tanh(γX ୧ X ୨ + r)
Here γ , r and d are the kernel parameters. Where, Xi is a training vector and mapped into a high
dimensional space by the function φ and K( Xi, Xj )≡ φ( Xj ) is known as kernel function.

Related Work
It is apparent from the image classification is not a new field but not several works have been done in
the past in order to get the insights of teaching and learning states, the exploration in SVMs technique
capabilities in education sector are very widely used, this research shows that SVMs techniques are
implemented in the educational sector, Crime prevention, passport verification and several areas who
have identified the pattern image classification is much more used for find the data generated by the
any suspected elements to identify, so these table patterns is five column starting first, second, third
column is represented the no. of Papers, Authors and year of the papers and fourth & fifth are
represented by results of paper the problems gaps and it will identified some issue such as Dhariwal S.,
Raghuwanshi S., Shrivastava S. (2012) Advances in Computer Science, Engineering & Applications.
Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, vol 167. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, In this paper
proposed a notion of normalized feature for computing the inner product and Euclidean distance in
SVMs. Which is robust and has, the better performance than the traditional SVMs but the average
precision and training time was greater and the limited database to use in this work and another
research paper is doing different type of works is related to my research. Xaro Benavent, Ana GarciaSerrano, Ruben Grandos, Joan Benavent and Esther The textual pre-filtering technique reduces the size
of the multimedia database to improve the final fused cataloging results and Use the fusion algorithm,
better results are obtained with those that work only with the value scores than which rely on the
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ranked position and other paper Yushi Jing, Michele Covell, David Tsai and James M. Rehg IEEE
transactions on multimedia Dec 2013.
This work studies the feasibility and efficiency of learning query-specific distance functions for
large-scale and web image search and results have shown that query specific distance functions can
improve ranking accuracy in certain query categories only, not for all and the other paper is Wenjun
Lu, Avinash L. Varna, Min Wu IEEE 2014 preserving content-based image search and have reviewed
two techniques, one based on homomorphic encryption and second based on visual feature and search
index randomization but homomorphism based technique is more secure but too heavyweight in terms
of computational complexity, communication load and user involvement for practical applications.
Pengyu Hong, Qi Tian, Thomas S. Huang IEEE 2016 International Conference on Image Processing
this paper works proposes to incorporate SVMs into CBIR with relevant feedback. but The information
carried by positive and negative examples are explored by SVMs learning This releases the users from
providing accurate preference weight for each positive relevant image and utilizes the negative
information also. Chengcui Zhang1, Xin Chen1, Min Chen2, Shu-Ching Chen2, Mei-Ling Shyu3 2015
IEEE this paper proposed a One-Class SVMs based MIL framework for a single object based CBIR
systems. Lei Zhang, Fuzong Lin, Bo Zhang 2011 IEEE Experiments were carried out on a large-size
database of 500 images. It shows the generalization ability of SVMs under the condition of limited
training samples but both the recall rate and the precision rate are improved after several learning
iterations. For a large database as we need several iterations, the time consumption increases while
efficiency decreases. Ying Liua,∗, Dengsheng Zhanga, Guojun Lua,Wei-Ying Mab Springer2016
Using object ontology to define high-level concepts using supervised or unsupervised machine learning
methods to associate low-level features with query concepts but Based on current technologies and
demand, a few open issues are identified from a system point of view including query-language design,
integration of image cataloging with database management system, high-dimensional image feature
indexing.

Research Problem
In this research the weighted feature support vector machines is to use a very broad criteria to simplify
the problem statement that into the low-level visual features is a difficulty, much machine learning
methods have been done on automatic connotation image classification and we propose an efficient
approach for meaningful classification of images and the data usually have a large number of feature
dimensions and traditional image classification algorithms based on the SVMs assign equal weights to
these features but not work in a higher weight. Image low-level feature is not renowned so in that case,
we are not taking appropriate results so this type problem is arising in so many classification
techniques and recognition of the image is a complicated task due to the unconstrained shape
variations, different image style and different kinds of noise so image depends on the recognition and
does not always check the same image in exactly the same way, the recognition of the image is carried
out by researchers in recent times because of its applicability in various field image recognition,
forensics, and passport reading, check processing, information from fields of different forms etc. The
image recognition, we noticed some issues that are required to resolve these issues are discussed with
the standardized data set for connotation of image classification available.

Performance Progression and Procedure
Constructed on the fiction in corresponding area and industry, education and other area, experience of
the researcher, it was developed a conceptual framework for the study and optimal results. In order to
achieve the objectives of this research work and the research will apply the procedure.
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Figure 3: Research Procedure Framework

In the proposed system there are three phases: Pre-processing, Feature extraction, SVMs
classifier, the main aim of pre-processing is to remove the noise and error from image. The tenacity of
removing noise is to get error free exact extraction of feature. If any noise remains in image then
extraction gives unsatisfactory result and Feature extraction in this step more features of image like
color, texture, shape, mean, standard deviation, histogram value, length to width ratio, entropy are
extracted the SVMs classifier is act as a classifier basically it is used for image classification of those
features of image which are extracted from previous step here all the images are classified to their
respective feature [20].
Figure 4: Feature extraction system
Sample query f Image

Pre-Processing

Feature
Extraction

SVM Classifier

Output

The performance of image cataloging system is calculated with the help of training set and test
set. Here we can measure the accuracy and error rate by given formulas [6]: For example 500 images
are there 400 used for training and remaining 100 used for testing.
Accuracy Rates = (Number of training records / Total Number of Image) and other we can find
out the faults:
Fault Rates = (Number of test records / Total Number of image)

Significance of Research
In this research work focuses on proposing a model for crime prevention, banking, and Medical
analysis is at over the world, this will help in predicting research student and department public or
private success with the use of prevention, assessing and comparing different variables in order to
assist faculties in disseminating knowledge giving students an enhanced learning experience, students
can see their evolution and founded on their presentation with the system can know their frequently
probable result for forthcoming, before any research work, setting up points is very essential and it is
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as the partial of completing the work, the reasons behind conducting this study are clear and were
motivational towards the achieving of goals.

Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a notion of the recognition of images recognition by applying Support
Vector Machine techniques of Machine Learning approach, which is robust and effectiveness of our
algorithm in automatic image classification and in our method we are using much more images to form
database and this research work SVMs for content-based image recognition is used. Using this
technique an accurate image cataloging system is developed and tested and the performance found is to
be efficient. Of course, in future, there can be some other ways to improve the performance of the
content-based image cataloging system and recognition rate of this methodology and this work had
implemented SVMs for recognizing connotation image classification and applied three thousand image
and ten sample category.
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